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1. Introduction

This chapter presents a review of some important literature linking plant structure with function and/or as response to the environment in Brazilian neotropical savannah species, exemplifying mostly with Amaranthaceae and Melastomataceae and emphasizing the environment potential role in the development of such a structure.

Brazil is recognized as the 17th country in megadiversity of plants, with 17,630 endemic species among a total of 31,162 Angiosperms [1]. The focus in the Brazilian Cerrado Biome (Brazilian Neotropical Savannah) species is justified because this Biome is recognized as a World Priority Hotspot for Conservation, with more than 7,000 plant species and around 4,400 endemic plants [2-3].

The Brazilian Cerrado Biome is a tropical savannah-like ecosystem that occupies about 2 millions of km² (from 3-24° Latitude S and from 41-43° Longitude W), with a hot, semi-humid seasonal climate formed by a dry winter (from May to September) and a rainy summer (from October to April) [4-8]. Cerrado has a large variety of landscapes, from tall savannah woodland to low open grassland with no woody plants and wetlands, as palm swamps, supporting the richest flora among the world’s savannahs-more than 7,000 native species of vascular plants-with high degree of endemism [3, 6]. The “cerrado” word is used to the typical vegetation, with grasses, herbs and 30-40% of woody plants [9-10] where trees and bushes display contorted trunk and branches with thick and fire-resistant bark, shiny coriaceous leaves and are usually recovered with dense indumentum [10]. According to [8], natural fires and anthropogenic fires coexisted for thousands of years and, together with the seasonality of
rainfall and the poverty of nutrients in the soil are the responsible for the phytophysiognomy of Cerrado.

One of the first systematized studies of Cerrado Biome was the one done in Lagoa Santa, Minas Gerais State, around the year of 1892, by Warming [11], who described the place in aspects of soil, temperature, water precipitation and vegetation. When he [11] described the vegetation of flat grassland, he emphasized the thickness and toughness of Poaceae and Cyperaceae leaves and the abundance of perennial herbs or subshrubs with large lignified underground organs, multiple shoots growing from an underground stem and xeromorphic characteristics, as dense pilosity, coriaceous leaves positioned in acute angle and with reduced size. His [11] conclusion was that the dryness of the air, the harsh and dry clay soil and eventually, the fire occurrence, were responsible for these xeromorphic features of the plants.

Since then, a lot of work has been done to explain some contradictions such as the abundant flowering and budding and no signs of turgor loss during the dry season [10]. In [12] linked the plants physiognomy with the occurrence of fire and proposed an ecological classification of the Cerrado plants: plants which survive only during the rainy season, without any bud or leaf during the dry season (winter); grasses with superficial roots, like Echinolaena inflexa (Poir.) Chase and Tristachya chrysothrix Nees, which wither when the water is gone in the superficial soil; bushes and small trees with deep roots (up to 11 meters), usually green during all the dry season, which represent the typical vegetation. Leaves of the specimens observed [12] never closed completely their stomata: Kielmeyera coriacea Mart., Annona coriacea Mart., Annona furfuracea A.St.-Hil., Palicourea rigida Kunth, Stryphnodendron obovatum Benth.(syn=S. barbati-mao), Didymopanax vinosum (Cham. & Schltdl.) Marchal, Byrsonima coccolobifolia Kunth, Cocos leiospatha Barb. Rodrig., Echinolaena inflexa (Poir.) Chase , Andira laurifolia Bent., Anacardium pumilum Walp., Neea theifera Oerst. and two species of Erythroxylon genus. In [13], perennial species with deep roots were associated to the ability of regenerating the aerial parts after a long dry season or after fire; these type of plants were designated as periodics, because they reduce or eliminate their leaves and branches during the winter, when the available water is rare at the soil surface.

The work [14] indicated that Cerrado soils are deep, with pH between 4,0 and 5,5 (acid) and connected the xeromorphic features in trees to nitrogen deficiency, because the studies done in Cerrado showed that water was not a limiting factor to these plants. In [15] it was added another important aspect to explain xeromorphic features in Cerrado plants: the high levels of aluminum would be a principal cause of mineral deficiency which would affect all Cerrado vegetation. Soils under Cerrado are usually poor, acid, well drained, deep, and show high levels of exchangeable aluminum [16-17]. The soil of the low grassland in the area of the old Experimental Station of hunting and fishing Emas (Pirassununga, São Paulo State) can be as deep as 20 meters and the groundwater is at 17-18 meters below the surface; only the first one to 1.5 meters dries during the winter and roots of at least one tree (Andira sp.) can reach the deepest groundwater; a shrub species, Anacardium humile A. St.-Hil., with aerial parts reaching 0.5 meters high, can have roots with over three times its shoot length [12]. The underground systems of roots and stems are so big in some species, such as in Andira laurifolia Bent., that in [11] it was called an “underground tree”. Low concentration of nutrients in the leaves of
native species is related with the low concentration of nutrients of the dystrophic soils [18] and the floristic composition and dominance of species is a reflection of it. Cerrado plants absorb significant amount of aluminum and when the leaf concentration is over 1,000 mg Kg\(^{-1}\) the species is referred as Al-accumulative [19]. It is still unknown if this amount of aluminum have any physiological or structural significance in the metabolism of the native plants [20], but the translocation of this element is showed by the presence of aluminum in the phloem and other metabolically active tissues of leaves and seeds and there are at least two plants which cannot survive in medium without aluminum: *Miconia albicans* (Sw.) Steud. (Melastomataceae) and *Vochysia thysoidea* Pohl (Vochysiaceae), woody species from Cerrado [18, 20]. Another curious aspect about Cerrado plants is that there are species that only live in calcareous or acid soils and there are also those which are indifferent to soil fertility [21].

The occurrence of wildfire is a common and important factor to be considered in the studies of this Biome vegetation, because it selects structural and physiological features of the plants and act as a renewal element [22]. In [13] were described some strategies which could help the perennial smaller plants to survive fire; during the dry season, some of them reduce or eliminate leaves and shoots and rely on their extensive underground system to re-sprout the aerial system after the dry season or after fire. As examples of fire resistance, in [13] were quoted the plants studied by [11], *Andropogon villosum* f. *apogynus* (Hack.) Henrard (Poaceae), *Scirpus warmingii* Boeckeler, *Scirpus paradoxus* (Spreng.) Boeckeler and *Rhynchospora warmingii* Boecheler (Cyperaceae), as well as *Aristida pallens* Cav., explaining that these plants have buds in the base of the aerial system well protected by some layers of sheath blades; the old ones are more external and will burn first, always protecting the newest ones and the internal buds.

An extensive review of the morphological and ecological studies is given in [10], whose author considered the Cerrado a great environment for scientific discussion and discuss the vegetation in a broader perspective, and in [23-24], whose author is more centered in anatomical aspects of Cerrado species.

Although the Cerrado Biome is a hotspot for the conservation of global biodiversity which shelters species fully adapted to survive under harsh conditions of soil and climate of this savannah-like environment [2], only 30% of its biodiversity is reasonably known [25]. Considering that the open environments in this Biome are subject to high luminosity and seasonal variation in the rain, how do plants react to adapt themselves? Considering that fire is also a natural event during the dry season, is there any morphological and/or anatomical variations developed to survive? Considering that the groundwater level of some areas can vary in a high degree among the two seasons, how do plants manage to survive? Some of these questions will be addressed and data about it will be shown.

### 2. Methodology

In order to perform studies about morphology, anatomy or cell biology, as well as when the flora is been studied, it is usual to collect control or testimony material to guarantee species
identification and further studies [26]. Vegetative and flowering plant branches are collected, pressed, dried and deposited as control material at some Brazilian Herbaria, following usual techniques [27]. The previous identification of the species is done with the aid of a stereomicroscope, identification keys and specialized literature [28-38]. After previous identification, plant vouchers stay preserved to the study of a taxonomist specialized on the family and for future references, including of the place of occurrence, under a specific number of the principal collector, normally not only in one Herbarium (duplicates are usually distributed).

When studying the leaf anatomy, histological samples are obtained from visually healthy green and completely developed leaves, usually from 3rd to 5th node, of pre-identified species; samples can be or not submitted to different fixatives and paraffin embedding medium [39] before slicing it to be studied under an optical microscope (light microscopy). Cell samples in tissue for ultrastructural studies can be smaller pieces of the aimed organ submitted to a fixative and post-fixed in heavy metals in the dark, followed by in-block staining [40]. Later, plant pieces are dehydrated and slowly embedded in a harder medium (epoxy or epon resin), to be sliced for observation. Semi-thin sections can be obtained with an ultramicrotome using glass knives, stained and analyzed under the optical microscope in order to localize the cells in the tissues; ultra-thin sections of the same material are obtained with a diamond knife, collected in copper grids and analyzed under a transmission electron microscope (TEM), with or without any additional staining. To be studied under a scanning electron microscope (SEM), sections of the plant are also fixed and post-fixed as indicated for TEM analysis [40], with some modifications because of plant characteristics, but the use of control pieces [41] is necessary to avoid interpretation errors. After that, fixed pieces are dehydrated in ethanol or acetone solution and critical point dried in the proper device, attached to a stub and gold sputtered to be observed under SEM [40].

3. Morphology, histology and cell biology studies

Morphological studies are used to identify and characterize the plant species in taxonomy, but it is also important to understand the behaviour of plants in nature. The first hint on the function is based on the external morphology of the organs. Different plant species can be very alike in habit and vegetative morphology, especially in some plant families as Amaranthaceae, which rely upon some flower details to be truthfully identified, demanding a highly specialized work [33-38, 42-44].

Anatomy and cell biology studies aim to describe and understand the species organs and cells and help taxonomy to define affinities and parental relationships among plant groups. When combined with histochemical analysis they can lead to a better understanding of the cell, tissue or organ function and the interaction between the plant and its environment.

It is usual, in plant structural studies, to bear a description of the aimed plant or organs of interest, assuming that the function is already explained enough by the function of the organ in the plant or by previous researches. As results are subject to interpretation and there are some variables to be considered, it is not usual to connect the structure to the function.
However, in the Cerrado species case, since the first studies there is an attempt to explain the structure and relate it to the unique environmental conditions, which was detailed in the introduction of this work, helping to give a broader significance to the structure.

Studying the so called xeromorphic features of three leaves, [14] concluded that they could be explained by the soil oligotrophic conditions, given raise to the theory of oligotrophic scleromorphism: the mineral elements deficiency would be the main responsible for the plant characteristics, by limiting its grow; the carbohydrate accumulation is then converted in deposits of thick cuticle, thicker cell walls, wax deposits over the epidermis and other scleromorphic features. High level of aluminum in Cerrado soils, another cause for the oligotrophic scleromorphism [15] is considered the main responsible for the acidity of Cerrado soils [45]. Through the study of eleven Cerrado plants, [46] it was indicated the constant presence of fungi over its leaves, mostly on species without epicuticular wax, and connected this outermost layer over the cuticle layer to environmental adaptation, as protection against any fungus hypha.

Sclerenchymatous elements, fibers and sclereids are distinctive structural features in vegetative organs of Cerrado plants, and the presence of gelatinous fibers is frequent, associated or not with the tension wood; besides, it is also constant the impregnation of silica and siliceous bodies, not only in Poaceae and Cyperaceae species, but also in leaf and stem epidermis, roots and xylopodium of *Brasilia sickii* G. M. Barroso (Asteraceae) [23-24]. In epidermis, [24] silica is connected to the protection against excessive transpiration and as a defense mechanism against fungi. In [24], author also explained why the aperture or closure of stomata can be slower in Cerrado plants: it would be due to the thickening of the guard cells walls of a stoma, which can be impregnated with lignin, as in *Ouratea spectabilis* (Mart. ex Engl.) Engl. or have silica incorporated, like in *Esterhazya splendida* J. C. Mikan, *B. sickii* and *Casearia grandiflora* Cambess.

Amaranthaceae family is considered a good representative of the herbs and subshrubs of Cerrado due to its morphology and adaptations that promote survival in adverse conditions (drought and fire), such as tuberous or woody roots, xylopodium, herbaceous or subshrub habit, dense pubescence in aerial portions, senescence of shoots and leaves during the driest season, dependence on rain or fire to re-sprout and/or flowering, fruiting followed by wind dispersion, thick cuticle on epidermis and C₄ photosynthetic metabolism [37, 47-48]. The knowledge of the reproductive structures in Amaranthaceae Brazilian species is mostly restricted to the obtained during floristic survey and with taxonomic purpose, with few additional studies of reproductive structures, such as [49], who studied the flower vascular pattern in *Pfaffia jubata* Mart., *Gomphrena macrocephala* A. St.-Hil. and *Froelichia interrupta* (L.) Moq. and [50], with the study of pollen from Cerrado species, helping to understand the phenology of them through the analysis of herbarium species.

In this section, some morphological, histological or cellular aspects of reproductive and vegetative (aerial and underground) organs will be exemplified, discussing the aspects related to the environment where these plants grow and survive and to the function in the plant species, whenever possible.
3.1. Reproductive organs — Flower, fruits and seeds

Amaranthaceae flowers are generally small and densely clustered in terminal or axillary inflorescences (figure 1), pollinated by the wind or by insects, with self-pollinating or out-crossing [51]. Due to the hairy perianth, small and dry fruits or seeds, the dispersion is usually done by wind or water [51]. In some genus, small seeds fall from the parent plant and germinate only when the site is again disturbed; seeds can be, also, eaten and dispersed by browsing animals [51].

![Figure 1. *Pfaffia jubata* Mart. a: habit; b: median bract; c: lateral bract; d-e: sepals; f: staminal tube; g: ovary (Hatschbach et al. 53625, MBM). Reproduced from [37] with permission of Hoehnea publisher. The species was considered a good representative of Amaranthaceae family: habit from herb to subshrub, 0.10-0.20 m high, stems erect, densely villous and woody root. Leaves have the upper side densely villous and lower side tomentose. Inflorescence is a spike, isolated, simple, terminal, with ferruginous trichomes.](image-url)
Brazilian species of *Celosia*, *Chamissoa* and *Amaranthus* have circumscissile capsule fruits, with only one seed in the two last genera and more seeds in the first one; capsules are surrounded by the perianth and parts of the androecium and gynoecium, except in *Amaranthus* where the filaments are free and there is no staminate tube [52]. Dehiscence can be median (*Amaranthus*) or semi basal (*Celosia*) and dispersal is probably done by autochory [52], although [53] considers the accidental endozoochory more probable in *Amaranthus* case, because ruminants usually eat *Amaranthus* inflorescences.

Fruits of *Alternanthera*, *Pfaffia*, *Gomphrena*, *Blutaparon*, *Achyranthes*, *Cyathula* and *Pseudoplantago* are one-seeded capsules with two valves included in the perianth sepals which are glabrous to hairy or spine-like; these fruits can carry part of the androecium and gynoecium and sometimes the perianth displays external bristle tufts or modified bracts [34-35, 52]. Wind seems to be responsible for the dispersal of *Alternanthera*, *Pfaffia*, *Gomphrena* and *Blutaparon* fruits because of the hairiness of the perianth, which presents long trichomes; species of *Froelichia*, *Froelichiella*, *Pfaffia* and *Gomphrena* genera from open grassland have their fruit easily dispersed by the wind [34-35, 52].

In [54] wind dispersal of fruits in species which occur in Cerrado regions that were affected by fires, mostly *Gomphrena macrocephala* associating the natural fire with the easier dispersal of its fruits and seed germination. The passage of fire burns grasses and help dispersal of the *G. macrocephala*, *G. pohlii* Moq. and *G. virgata* Mart. fruits; fire also promotes the dehiscence of the fruits, leaving the seeds nearer to the soil [42, 55]. The maturation and dispersal of fruits is exemplified in *G. arborescens* L.f. (figure 2), a native Cerrado plant which behaves the same way of *G. macrocephala* [54]: the inflorescence opens for pollination and closes after that due to a growth of its bracts for the maturation of the fruits; after that, the shoot inclines towards the soil and the inflorescence structure reopens to release the dispersal units in the soil, formed by the seed and parts of the perianth, until the wind carries it. The same phenomenon was observed in *Pfaffia argyrea* Pedersen, *P. cipoana* Marchior. et al., *P. elata* R. E. Fr., *P. hirtula* Mart., *P. jubata* Mart. *P. minarum* Pedersen, *P. rupestris* Marchior. et al., *P. sarcophylla* Pedersen, *P. siqueiriana* Marchior. et al, *P. townsendii* Pedersen, *P. tuberculosa* Pedersen, *P. velutina* Mart. and *Froelichiella grisea* (Lopr.) R.E.Fr. all Cerrado species which occur in areas subject to burning [37, 55]. *Froelichia* has one-seeded nutlet involved by parts of the gynoecium and androecium, partially because of the connated perianth and presents a wing structure densely hairy which favours the wind dispersal [34, 52].

Although *Alternanthera* and *Blutaparon* genera fruits are usually wind dispersed, *Alternanthera pungens* Kunth have its perianth highly modified, presenting uneven sepals, with the outer two sharply pointed, which can help its adhesiveness in animal skin or fur to be dispersed [52]. The same occurs with *Achyranthes* and *Cyathula* genera, which fruits are dispersed by animals through adhesiveness structures [53]. *Achyranthes* two perianth lateral bracts are thorn-like, the same as in *Pseudoplantago friesii* Suess [52]. *Cyathula* have a set of uncinate bristles which can be considered sterile flowers and play a special function in helping the fruit dispersal attached to skin or fur of animals, a phenomenon called epizoochory [52].
Figure 2. Fruits of *Gomphrena arborescens* L.f. are dispersed by the wind. The inflorescence opens for pollination (A) and closes after due to a growth of its bracts (B) for the maturation of the fruits; after that, the shoot (black arrow) inclines towards the soil (C) and the infructescence structure reopens to release the diaspores (white arrow in C, D, E) in the soil, formed by one seed (red arrow in E) and parts of the perianth (blue arrow in E), until the wind carries it. Scale bars: A-E: 2 cm.

Amaranthaceae species are well adapted to Cerrado environment and some species display different strategies to survive during the markedly seasonal climate of the Cerrado Biome [47]. Using only data obtained about perennial species, an interesting case is the aerial life cycle of *Froelichiella grisea*, which is endemic of the rocky fields of Chapada dos Veadeiros, Goiás State [34]; this species was registered during the onset of the flowering stage in the field, almost after two years of searching for it, only 20 days after a fire that burned out the vegetation (in August, during the dry season); *Gomphrena lanigera* Pohl ex Moq. also was found only at the same day, at the fruiting stage, revealing an even faster life cycle of the aerial parts [48, 57]. On the other hand, the species *Pfaffia townsendii* and *G. hermogenesii* J.C. Siqueira were found in the same region all year round; whilst the first one was always bearing flowers (it is a well-branched shrub that stands out in the middle of the rocks), the second one was usually found in the vegetative stage, more or less hidden among the surrounding Gramineae (=Poaceae) and Cyperaceae; only after the fire grazed all the grasses of the area, *G. hermogenesii* re-sprouted its aerial organs and was found in the onset of the flowering stage [48, 57]. Another species, *G. arborescens* is usually found at bloom time at RECOR/IBGE and at the Olympic Center of Universidade de Brasília, in Brasília, Federal District, during the rainy station (from November to April) and at vegetative stage from August to October (during winter); in this 0.5 meter high species, leaves were always attached to the shoot at the same time as the flowers and fruits, although in the end of the fruiting stage, some or all the shoots bearing fruits can dry out, in order to release the fruits [58]. Another species, *G. virgata*, found in the same locations than *G. arborescens*, reaches 2.0 m high and is found at vegetative stage from March to July (middle of the dry season) and fruiting goes until September (end of the winter); in the beginning of the bloom period, leaves enter in a senescence process and are detached from the shoot; after dispersing seeds, its aerial parts also dry out, re-sprouting around March (near the end of rainy
season) [58]. Found only at the Olympic Center, *G. pohlii* develops its aerial organs up to 1.8 m high from August to November, starting the blooming period in December and finishing fruit dispersion around April, drying out its aerial portions during the winter [58].

As an agent of perturbation in the vegetation of Cerrado, fire can produce variable effects in the flowering and fruiting patterns: whilst flowering is more intense in the herbaceous layer after a fire breaks out, the same phenophases are not affected in trees and shrubs [59]. A thicker pericarp in dry fruits may provide greater protection for seeds, acting as a barrier against high external temperatures, such as in *Kielmeyera coriacea* winged seeds inside dry fruits [60]. Fire increases the dehiscence in anemochoric species [54, 60].

Would be necessary more research in order to understand not only the structures of reproductive organs, but also describe the relation among flowers and its pollinators in Cerrado species and to understand the phenology of the species, which have different strategies to survive natural and eventual events, since dropping leaves during the flowering/fruiting phase, recycling all aerial parts after completing the fruiting phase, among others.

### 3.2. Vegetative structures of Amaranthaceae and Melastomataceae species

During the study of Brazilian Amaranthaceae species some morphological characteristics stood out in Cerrado species: well developed subterranean systems with xylopodium, high level of endemism and hairy stem, leaves, flowers and fruits [34, 37, 47, 56], which indicates adaptations of these plants to the environment. Xeromorphy and scleromorphy are common features in leaves of Cerrado species [61]. Although the two terms describe similar morphology results, a xeromorphic plant is adapted to withstand drought and a scleromorphic plant is the result of other limiting factors to its growth instead of water, for instance a restricted nutrient intake [14] or aluminum toxicity [15]. Some aspects of the plants can be genetically determined, developed as a selective advantage, such as the development of xylopodia in *Clitoria guianensis* Benth. and *Calliandra dysantha* Benth. [62], both Cerrado plants.

Scleromorphism is precocious in all organs, especially the vegetative ones [24], which is why the most aimed organs to study structure are leaves, stem and roots, although the identification of a plant is usually obtained by the study of its reproductive organs. Field observations, morphological, anatomical and cellular data on aerial structures of Amaranthaceae and Melastomataceae species will be emphasized in order to improve the understanding of the surviving strategies used by some species of these families [35, 47, 61].

#### 3.2.1. Leaf structure

Leaf anatomical traits are useful to infer adaptations to a specific environment [63-64] and are good predictors of performance [65] because of their common and strong relationships with functional parameters such as photosynthesis, leaf nutrient content and radial growth [66-69]. Studies with *Macairea radula* (Bonpl.) DC. and *Trembleya parviflora* (D. Don) Cogn. (Melastomataceae) showed quantitative anatomical plasticity in different environments [61]: plants on open flooded area of palm swamp had significantly smaller values of specific leaf area and significantly higher values of leaf mesophyll thickness when...
compared with leaves partially shaded on non-flooded soil of the Cerrado sensu stricto, indicating that the former are smaller and thicker than the latter. Quantitative plasticity may also appear in the leaf flush as an influence of seasonality. Leaves which flushed during dry or wet season, in Gochnatia polymorpha (Less.) Cabrera (Asteraceae), showed statistically significant differences in the cuticle, mesophyll and abaxial epidermis thickness, stomatal size, stomata and trichomes density, indicating a probable water-status control and an adaptation to seasonality of rainfall in the Cerrado [70]. Furthermore, in [70] the authors emphasized a positive correlation between the increase in the number of trichomes and stomata density in the dry season, and suggested that this relationship would promote a highest control over stomatal conductance and transpiration.

Plants of different physiognomy of Cerrado showed that leaves are hypostomatic in most of the species, whilst there are also amphistomatic species [61, 71-73]. Stomata only on the abaxial surface are an advantageous trait for plants on low relative humidity and high temperature environment because it could reduce the loss of water vapour as the temperature on the abaxial side of the leaf is lower [74-75]. On the other hand, stomata on both surfaces makes it easier the intercellular diffusion of CO₂ in mesophyll of thicker leaves [76] and amphistomatic leaves are characteristics of plants living in high-light environments and with high photosynthetic capacity [74]. The same species can display stomata on both or only on one leaf surface in response to the light intensity under which they are grown, which can be related with leaf thickness, photosynthetic capacity and maximum stomatal conductance [75]. Leaves of the same species which were grown on high-light environment can be amphistomatous, thicker and with higher rates of photosynthesis, stomatal conductance for CO₂ uptake and loss of water vapour, whilst leaves of plants grown under low-light intensity are hypostomatous and show lower values for the same variables [74-76], demonstrating the plasticity of this feature and its influence on the hydric balance and gas exchange of the plants.

Ericaceae species Gaylussacia brasiliensis (Spreng.) Meisn. (figure 3 C and 3E), and species of Myrtaceae [77] and Melastomataceae [61] of cerrado sensu stricto and palm swamps have epidermis cells that present simultaneously evaginations of protoplasm and invaginations of the external periclinal cell wall (figure 3A-D). In frontal view the cell walls are sinuous and evagination points are usually shinier (figure 3E-F). Although the function of this feature is unproven, similar structures were found in Drosera [78] and named miniature papillose processes, which would be functioning as sensors for mechanical or chemical stimuli.

Emergences are structures of mixed protoderm and ground meristem origin, and are generally found in Melastomataceae leaves (figure 4). These structures are related with the vascular system and ultrastructural and histochemical analyses of the cell walls revealed micro channels permeable to water and nutrients, indicating that these structures are related with the transport of substances and may absorb or exude solutions [61, 79-80].

Phenolic compounds are regarded as protective against the incidence of UV-B radiation and could act as filters or antioxidants [81-84]. These secondary metabolites are also considered inhibitors of herbivory which, along with radiation, function as a stimulator in the biosynthesis of phenolic compounds [85]. Phenolic compounds are very common in leaves of Cerrado plants of diverse physiognomy such as palm swamp, a flooded and open soil, in a dry forest
on limestone outcrops or in open areas of Cerrado [26, 61, 73], where the leaves are exposed to high irradiance and high herbivory or fungi infection. Although the photosynthesis is highly dependent on structural and ultrastructural coordination in leaves, the environment is responsible for the relative abundance of a determined subtype of the C₄ pathway [86]. The C₄ photosynthesis pathway evolved in a great diversity of Kranz anatomy forms, biochemical routes and dimorphism of chloroplast ultrastructure [87-89] and is broadly dispersed among Angiospermae plants, including in the Amaranthaceae family [90-91].

The parenchyma bundle sheath and the mesophyll cell arrangement are the most usual anatomic pattern to determine the C₄ photosynthesis pathway [92]. However, the high degree

of evolutionary convergence does not guarantee a unique pattern at biochemical or cellular and subcellular levels [86]. The structural type of leaves (Kranz or non-Kranz), the chloroplasts position, the absence or presence of stacked disks (grana) in the thylakoid membranes of chloroplasts and the number of mitochondria are important characteristics to know the photosynthetic metabolism of a plant species [89, 93]. At ultrastructural level, number and concentration of chloroplasts, mitochondria and peroxisomes in the bundle sheath cells are the most reliable criteria to determine the photosynthetic capacity of a plant [94]. However, recent studies showed that the C₄ photosynthesis can operate by dimorphic chloroplasts located in different regions of the same cell, as demonstrated in Orcuttia sp. and in Borszczowia aralocaspica Bunge and Bienertia cycloptera Bunge [87, 95-97]. This way, the ultrastructural study of leaves can be a key element to understand the plant metabolism.

Since the first works, leaf anatomical studies done in Brazilian Amaranthaceae species showed a well-developed vascular bundle in Gomphrena and Froelichia genera, but not in Alternan-
thera and Pfaffia genera [26, 98-101]. Intracellular studies are rarer [56, 102-103]. In [103] it is showed a gradual change in the stacked thylakoids of dimorphic chloroplasts in Gomphrena macrocephala, G. prostrata Desf. and G. decipiens Seub. connecting it with the NADP-ME subtype of C₄ photosynthesis pathway, which was the same preliminarily observation done in G. arborescens [56]. Pfaffia jubata displays the same type of chloroplasts in different leaf tissues, indicating the operation of the C₃ pathway of photosynthesis [102]. In [103] are described dimorphic chloroplasts in G. scapigera Mart. leaves which ultrastructure was considered compatible with NADP-ME subtype of C₄ photosynthesis. These results are coherent with the ones showed in Australian Gomphrena species: G. celosioides Mart., G. globosa L., G. conica (R. Br.) Spreng., G. brachystylis F. Muell., G. brownie Moq., G. flaccida R. Br., G. canescens R. Br. [93].

Leaves of 13 Amaranthaceae species—Alternanthera brasiliana (L.) Kuntze, A. paronychioides St.-Hil, Froelichiella grisea, Gomphrena arborescens, G. hermogenesii, G. lanigera, G. pohlii, G. prostrata, G. virgata, Hebanthe eriantha (Poir.) Pedersen, Pfaffia glomerata (Spreng.) Pedersen, P. gnaphaloides (L.f.) Mart. and P. townsendii were studied in order to understand their metabolic pathway of photosynthesis [47, 56]. All the species are native to Brazil and occur in the Cerrado Biome; six of them are endemic to Brazil and one is endemic to the Brazilian Cerrado Biome [38, 48]. All leaves are hairy (trichomes are rarer in Alternanthera species), amphistomatic (except Pfaffia townsendii), have one cell thick epidermis with stomata more or less leveled to the surrounding epidermal cells and dorsiventral mesophyll (except F. grisea, which has isobilateral mesophyll) with collateral bundles. All six Gomphrena species have thick-walled parenchymatous bundle sheath and organelles ultrastructure compatible with the operation of NADP-ME subtype of C₄ pathway of photosynthesis. Whilst G. pohlii and G. virgata have a more classical type of Kranz anatomy (figure 5) [47], G. arborescens, G. hermogenesii, G. lanigera and G. prostrata have the same type of Kranz anatomy found in most Gomphrena species [93, 98, 102-105], classified as “Gomphrena type” [89] but all share dimorphic chloroplasts (figure 6) [47]. Alternanthera species presented variable anatomy, with organelles positioned towards the vascular bundle in A. paronychioides and in the peripheral position in A. brasiliana bundle sheath cells. The first Alternanthera species was characterized as a C₃-C₄ intermediate species [106] based on its leaf anatomy, CO₂ compensation point and activity of key photosynthetic enzymes, but the authors did not mention stomata on both epidermis leaf surfaces, which is considered another fundamental feature to lower the CO₂ compensation point [74]. Thus, the position of organelles in bundle sheath cells can be a key element in determining the intermediary metabolic type in Alternanthera species (figure 7) [47]. Froelichiella, Hebanthe and Pfaffia species have leaf anatomy and ultrastructure compatible with C₃ metabolism [47]. Chloroplasts of the Kranz cells of C₄ plants usually have no grana, present little PSII activity and a larger amount of starch [107] whilst, in C₃ plants, the palisade cells show a larger amount of starch than the ones of the spongy parenchyma [108].

If the evolution of C₄ metabolism is associated to the weather and ecological disturbance, is it possible to link some structural changes in leaves of Cerrado plant species to these evolution factors? The evolution of C₃ metabolism in these Amaranthaceae species can be related to the development of amphistomatic leaves, associated with increased leaf thickness, thicker bundle sheath cell walls, fast lifespan of the aerial system and well-developed gemmiferous under-
ground system as adaptation to an open shiny environment with seasonal rain and oligotrophic acid soil, at least partially. Species’ survival in adverse environments can be achieved by the operation of C4 photosynthesis and carbon accumulation [109], which is associated with high photosynthesis rate [74]; the accumulated carbon is stored and protected in the underground organs, explaining the energy source to re-sprout of Cerrado species. Although in [92] trichomes are believed to affect the gas exchange and leaf temperature, reducing the light incidence, *Gomphrena arborescens* developed a translucid tissue surrounding the large trichome bases, which allows the light to reach internal photosynthetic tissue [26], indicating that its trichomes can be more a restriction to herbivory than to reduce leaf temperature or light incidence, the same way as in *G. pohlii* and *G. virgata* [58]; another aspect shared by all Amaranthaceae Cerrado species is the constant presence of calcium oxalate druses inside leaves and shoots [26, 47, 57-58], which is considered a highly specialized way of sequester and immobilise calcium [110].

**Figure 5.** *Gomphrena pohlii* Moq. (A) and *G. virgata* Mart. (B) (Amaranthaceae) leaves in cross sections. Red arrow indicates bundle sheath cells with organelles positioned near the inner cell walls, towards the vascular bundle. Scale bars: 50 µm.

Large plastoglobuli were found in chloroplasts *F. grisea, G. arborescens, G. hermogenesii, G. pohlii* and *G. virgata*. According to [111], plastoglobul contains an outer lipid monolayer containing neutral lipids and proteins/enzymes related to lipid metabolism; its dimensions vary from 30 nm to several micrometers. Plastoglobuli shape and size change during development and plastid differentiation, and under stress conditions, clustering of large groups of connected plastoglobul were observed [111-112]. Lipid and protein storage inside the chloroplasts could support plants’ fatty acid regulation, unsaturation and mobilization in response to the stress caused by biotic interactions, especially due to the presence of plastoglobulin among its proteins [111, 113]. Although higher plastoglobuli content in chloroplasts could be linked to plant senescence [114], this may not be the case of these Amaranthaceae plants because all leaf samples were visually healthy and green when collected. In *G. hermogenesii* leaves which were infected for some sort of septate endophytic organism (figure 8),
when compared with non-infected leaves (figure 8), plastoglobuli were reduced in size, which suggests a mobilization of its content due to the interaction with this microorganism.

Leaf surfaces of some Cerrado species of the genus *Gomphrena* presented epicuticular wax crystals in platelet form, oriented in parallel [58], an aspect previously described only in Chenopodiaceae species. If these platelets are present only in Cerrado species, it could be explained as a way of immobilize the excess of carbohydrates produced by a species with high photosynthesis rates and limited growth – as preconized by the theory of oligotrophic scleromorphism [14]. Crystalloid wax projections were found on both leaf surfaces of *Gomphrena arborescens*, *G. pohlii* and *G. virgata*, as platelets distributed in different densities and
patterns; epicuticular wax did not prevent the development of fungi hyphae on leaves of none of these three Cerrado native species; however, the development of such a structure should be one adaptation of the Cerrado species, because they present more platelets and ridges of epicuticular waxes in relation to *G. globosa*, an introduced species also studied [58].

There is much work to be done in order to understand all aspects connected to leaf function in Cerrado plants, because more than been the primary photosynthetic organ which produce carbohydrate for the plant, leaves also give place to biotic interactions (it is common to find fungi or insects larvae in leaves) which can affect the plant life, including the onset of the production of complexes chemical compounds of interest because of its biologic activity (alkaloids, tannins or other phenolic compounds, sterols, saponin).

3.2.2. Root and stem structure

Melastomataceae species are found in several physiognomies in the Cerrado, from well drained to periodically or permanently flooded soils [115], displaying anatomical features which give them the ability of survive in different environments. Species of the palm swamps with periodically flooded soils produce an aerenchymatous tissue in roots and stem during the primary and secondary growth [116]. During the primary growth of root and stem the tissue is a schyzolisigenous aerenchyma and schyzogen aerenchyma, respectively. During the secondary growth, root and stem develop phellogen from division of pericicle cells, deriving two cell types, one with square or rectangular shape (compact cells positive for suberin in histochemical test under light microscopy) and another cell with “T” shape (negative for suberin), which are disposed with intercellular spaces, naming the tissue aerenchymatous.
polyderm. The polyderm of the same organ and species found in well drained soils or emerged in the flooded soils does not have this aerenchymatous aspect [116]. According to [117], these intercellular spaces are filled of gases and longitudinally interconnected emerged parts with immersed parts, providing a low resistance way which facilitates internal diffusion of these gases at long distances throughout the organs of the plant. Although the epidermic cell walls and cuticle of primary roots generally are thin [63, 118], any species show thickness of external periclinal and anticlinal walls of epidermic cells in plants submitted to flooding in palm swamps [116]. This thickness could provide protection against adverse conditions near to root surface in the flooded soils [119].

Gelatinous fibers are different of other sclerenchyma fibers because they have a cellulosic thickening in the inner cell walls (figure 9) which, due to artifact of manufacturing of the blade, disconnects from lignified cell walls and stands out [120]. The most accurate way to observe the gelatinous fibers is the color technique using dyes that differs lignin of cellulose. For example, acid floroglucine will stain only the external layer of wall where there is lignin and safranine-fast green, a double staining, that will stain red the lignified wall and green the gelatinous layer, indicating presence of cellulose [121]. This layer is also called mucilaginous layer or “G” layer and generally occurs in tension wood and underground organs [23, 122-123]. Gelatinous fibers are very common in the Cerrado plants and they usually appear associated with the secondary xylem of stem, mainly in the initial layers of the growth ring [120, 124] but also may appear on other organs such as petiole and raquis of leaves [121]. Generally, the mucilaginous aspect of “G” layer is linked to the ability of aggregate water because the structure is highly hygroscopic [23].

Figure 9. Gelatinous fibers in the secondary xylem of Macairea radula (Bonpl.) DC. (Melastomataceae) stem. Arrow show the “G” layer with cellulosic thickness. Scale bar: 50 µm.
In Amaranthaceae species it is common to find a secondary thickening formed by a series of vascular cambia arising successively farther outward from the center of the stem, each producing xylem toward the inside and phloem toward the outside— an anomalous secondary thickening [125-126]. *Amaranthus* spp. can have two or more rings of primary vascular bundles and a complex organization of leaf traces associated with leaf gaps [127]. Some members of the family have vascular bundles included in the medullary tissue of the shoot, with unknown function, which can contribute to leaf vascularization, as in Melastomataceae and Piperaceae species [128]. The anomalous secondary thickening was found in all investigated members of Amaranthaceae family, which is considered an important group to understand the origin of successive cambia and its products and the variation in the wood anatomy and stem in dicots [126, 129].

Preliminary study of *Gomphrena arborescens* [56] did not show successive vascular cambia in the secondary thickening of the shoot, but the bidirectional activity of a singular vascular cambia adding more cells in the secondary xylem than in the secondary phloem. There were found nucleated fibers and perimedullary amphicribral vascular bundles near the node regions (figure 10) [56], which were connected to the vascularization of a deriving leaf. Further studies are necessary to determine the function of these elements and the reason to this kind of secondary thickening, although it seems to indicate that this species is in transition from herbal to subshrub habit.

**Figure 10.** Transverse sections of *Gomphrena arborescens* L.f. stem. A: Perimedullary amphicribral vascular bundles (black arrow) near the node regions, which were connected to the vascularization of a deriving leaf. B: Bidirectional activity of a singular vascular cambia (white arrow). Scale bars: A: 500 µm. B: 100 µm.

Although the Raunkiaer system [130] is widely used to classify the life form of plants based on the level of protection of budding structures, new ecological classifications were proposed in Brazil due to the diversity of the subterranean systems found in our flora [131]. The first researcher to use the term “xylopodium” [132], around the year of 1900, described a lignified
structure responsible for the regeneration of the aerial parts of a plant, during his studies of the ecology on open fields of Rio Grande do Sul State, in Brazil. Around the year of 1908, [11] another researcher noticed the same structure in Lagoa Santa plants (in Minas Gerais State), but did not attempt to define it. Since then, all the studies trying to understand this organ were concentrated in Cerrado plants [131].

Studying plants with xylopodium in São Paulo State, [133] author concluded that the superficial portion of the subterranean system, which originates the first aerial sprouts after burning, is a small subterranean stem – and sometimes is difficult to understand where the stem finishes and where the root starts. Naturally, the subsequent studies were focused in understanding the ontogenesis and the environment where these plants grow. Another study [134] determined that the xylopodium can be formed by the tuberous growth of the primary root near the soil or by the tuberous growth of the hypocotyl; the first one is due to a disturbed environment which prevents the plant to grow naturally (like in *Mimosa multipinna* Benth., *Stryphnodendron adstringens* (Mart.) Coville, *Palicourea rigida* H.B.K and *Kielmeyera coriacea* (Mart.) var. *glabripes* N. Saddi) and the second one is genetics and independent of the environmental conditions (like in *Clitoria guianensis* Benth. and *Calliandra dysantha* Benth.). Through the study of the xylopodium of *Brasilia sickii* (Asteraceae) [23, 135], it was understood that this organ could be considered a morphological unit, but not an anatomical one; it was stated the need of ontogenetic studies to really understand the origin of any plant xylopodium, since it can be originated from the root in a young xylopodium and from the stem in an older one, always with the predominance of xylem tissue, including gelatinous fibers with the ability of storing water. In [62] authors theorized that the cutting-off of the shoots, at the end of every dry season, would favour the development of xylopodium as an adaption to the conditions prevailing in the grassland or “campos” – where these plants are well established. This cutting-off of the shoots could, also, be provided by fire and the hard lignified xylopodium would survive as underground persistent organs of plants that dwell in savannah-like regions with a dry season lasting from 4-6 months [134]. In [136], *Mandevilla illustris* (Vell.) R.E. Woodson and *M. velutina* K. Schum. (Apocynaceae) from Cerrado were studied and authors concluded that a same plant can have an underground organ formed by a xylopodium (the hard superior portion) and by a fleshy tuberous root; the xylopodium is formed by a cambium tissue, in the junction of the hypocotyl and the primary root, without the participation of the shoot and retaining the capacity of re-sprout the shoot.

In [23], soboles are indicated as common feature in Cerrado plants, an underground horizontal stem which grow out as an erect plant [137]. Sobole of *Annona pygmaea* Warm. can be originated from the hypocotyl, in the begging of the development, or from the top of the root when the primary stem is destroyed; the organ can have aerial portions of leaves and is usually a storage organ with well-developed starchy parenchyma; this kind of plant can perform vegetative reproduction, the same way as the other type of root suckers, the gemmiferous root [62].

In this study [131] are described *Bauhinia forficata* Link, *Centrolobium tomentosum* Guill. ex Benth, *Inga laurina* Willd. and other Cerrado tree species with long roots running in parallel to the surface and showing budding shots. The point of origin to the aerial parts was a typical root without medullary tissue and with primary xylem with centripetal maturation, usually
storing starch [131]. In these cases and in herbal or subshrub species from Cerrado, the underground organ is called gemmiferous roots, the second of the root sucker types [62].

The underground system is very important in Cerrado plants, being linked not only to the anchorage, support and water absorption, but also to carbohydrates and water storage and to vegetative reproduction [23, 138]. This Biome is subject to fires since remote ages, which could be caused by electrical discharge or by the primitive men as a strategy to hunt and, most recently, in order to open areas to grow crops [22]; in experimental burned Cerrado areas, the surface temperature is about 74 ºC but, under the soil, heating is drastic not so high, varying from 55 ºC one centimeter below and reaching only few degrees at 5 cm under the surface. Certain savannah species are ephemeral but most of Brazilian Cerrado’s species are perennial [22]. Probably, the temperature difference during the fire can allow underground organs to survive, although the aerial parts are burned out; adding to this the budding characteristic of the xylopodium, soboles and gemmiferous roots, the well-developed underground organs of Cerrado’s species can explain the prevailing perennial habit.

The underground organ of *Gomphrena macrocephala* (Amaranthaceae), a Cerrado species, revealed fructan as the main storage carbohydrate; it was the first reference to this polysaccharide in a plant of the superorder Caryophyllidae [139-140]. Fructans are fructose based polysaccharides, usually found in Asteraceae and Gramineae, two of the most evolved families, which indicates it to be a selective advantage [108]. In *G. macrocephala*, the capacity to store fructans instead of starch was considered an advantage developed in response to the environmental stress of the dry season and eventual fires [141]. The fluctuation in fructan content of *G. macrocephala* is connected to photoperiodism: shorter days, typical from the dry winter, induce senescence of the aerial organs and increase in the fructan content whilst long days, typical of the rainy summer, stimulated the development of the aerial organs and resulted in shortage of fructan content [142]. A well-marked seasonality of fructan accumulation was found in tuberous roots of *Gomphrena marginata* Seub. [143] and authors correlated it with seasonal changes in the availability of water in the soil; the content of fructans decreased during the rainy season and increased during the dry season, keeping almost steady the relative water content of the underground organs. Preliminary data show that tuberous roots of *G. arborescens* only stores fructan (figure 11), whilst in the shoot there was found starch [56]. As *G. arborescens* roots are used in folk medicine to reduce fever, against asthma and bronchitis or as tonic [144-147], along with other Amaranthaceae species used for the same purposes, the isolation and study of their fructans could help to understand the origin of its folk medicinal properties. In roots of *Arctium lappa* L., var. *herkules* there were fructans from inuline series which were proved to be biologically active as cough-suppressing agent in a cat model *in vivo*; the activity of these fructans in suppressing cough was compared to the parameters stablished for antitussive efficiency of drugs commonly used in clinical practice [148]. So, more than a challenge to understand the morphology and anatomy of the underground system in Amaranthaceae species, it is also necessary a more comprehensive study of the carbohydrates and phenology of another species of this family, even to determine if the presence of fructan is widespread or restricted to some members or genera of the family.
Figure 11. Transverse sections of Gomphrena arborescens L.f. root. A: After treatment in pure ethanol for at least 7 days, clusters of spherical fructan crystals (white arrow) appear in the cortex region. B: Spherical fructan crystals (black arrow) under polarized light, after dying the section with safranine ethanolic solution. Scale bars: A: 500 µm. B: 100 µm.

4. Retrospective and perspectives about Cerrado knowledge and structural studies

Much of the actual knowledge about the Brazilian savannah or Cerrado Biome and its vegetation is derived from a group of researchers who shared their point of views in a series of Symposia, organized initially by them in order to gather efforts and develop multidisciplinary research in networks, mostly by initiative of teachers of USP – the São Paulo University [10], who also republished in Portuguese some very important works done by the first foreign researchers [10-11, 132]. The first Symposium was realized in 1962, in São Paulo city: the “Simpósio Nacional do Cerrado” was intended to improve the knowledge to grow crops and raise cattle in the region [149]; the second one was realized in Rio de Janeiro, in 1965, where people concluded that most of the knowledge about Cerrado was related to the plant biology and that would be necessary to realize a multidisciplinary approach to create a national policy and also to undertake basic and applied research. The third event was again in São Paulo, in 1971, and gathered so many researchers that it was necessary to realize simultaneous meetings and extend the event in order to allow everybody to present their works [10, 149].

From the year 1975 on, the federal government created a set of programs to speed up the development of federal States in the center of the Cerrado Biome (Goiás, Minas Gerais, Mato Grosso and Federal District) through financial aid for the construction of roads, schools and warehouses, funding agricultural research, providing technical assistance to incorporation of new areas into the production process and encouraging the use of limestone and phosphate to correct the soil pH, among others [150]. More than that, Brazilian Enterprise for Agricultural Research – EMBRAPA – a state-owned company affiliated with the Brazilian Ministry of Agriculture, created its unit Embrapa Cerrados (CPAC) with the aim of developing agricultural systems viable to the Cerrado Biome and to give technical support to farmers. So, from the fourth Symposium on, realized in 1976, these events were done in Brasília, with the incentive of Embrapa Cerrados; collecting important data for agricultural development, all the
work done in this event was of great value to improve the newly approved policy of the
Program for Development of Cerrados [149].

According to [149], all the information gathered wasn’t still enough to support the region
development, mostly because they were generalized. Among other problems [149], there
were: irregular distribution of rain (a challenge to grow crops), the soils low level of fertility,
inadequate methods used to cultivate soils leading to soil exhaustion, incidence of illness
in monotypic crops and few knowledge about environmental, economic and social
peculiarities of the core region of the Cerrado Biome. Embrapa Cerrado led the
development of networks with institutes, universities, other Embrapa units and state
companies to obtain systematic data on every field of interest to understand and com‐
plete the knowledge gaps in order fulfill its own mission. The knowledge gained through
political, technical and economic focus, transferred as technical support to the farmers,
created a scale gain which benefited all the participants; the technology incorporated by
the farmers implicated in rapid increase of cultivated area [149], at a speed that is not
currently possible to maintain without a huge loss of biodiversity.

In 1979 the Symposium theme was “Cerrado: use and management” and in 1982 it was the
begging of the international comprisement of the event, which was themed “Savannah: food
and energy” and shared the concerns in the use of this kind of environment around the
world [149]. In 1989, the seventh Symposium was done in order to gather data on the
increasing efficiency to produce crops and, in 1996, the VIII National Symposium and the
I International Symposium were done in a year where the cultivated area in Cerrado Biome
was four times more efficient, during the onset of environmental damages such as soil
degradation, weed spreading and pests; from then to now, the rational usage of savan‐
nah areas is the main concern [149-150].

In 2006 [149], the Cerrado region contributed to 33% of the Brazilian Gross Domestic Product,
employing around 40% of the labor force. So, in 2008 the theme “Challenges and strategies for
the equilibrium between society, agribusiness and natural resources” [149] was chosen to
delineate the main discussions of the IX National Symposium of Cerrado and the II Interna‐
tional Symposium of Tropical Savannas; in the third chapter [149] there is a review, in English,
about the importance of savannah environments to the global climate change, emphasizing
the distribution of this kind of environment in the world, not only in tropical regions of Africa,
South America, Asia and Pacific, but also in temperate climate regions of North America
(prairies) and derived savannahs in Europe.

According to [151] tropical savannahs are characterized by physiognomies with trees and
shrubs and abundance of herbs from Poaceae and Cyperaceae families over dystrophic and
sandy soils under a climate with seasonal rainfall. The predominance of bushes and trees over
grases depends on the soil fertility and fire as a natural or anthropomorphic phenomenon,
among other environmental characteristics [151]. However, savannah flora presents differen‐
ces: whilst Australian and African savannahs have more deciduous species among bushes and
trees, evergreen species are the main representatives of these groups in Brazilian savannah
[151-152]. African species can close leaf stomata very rapidly, but this is not the rule for
Brazilian species, although there are some exceptions; this characteristic and the deciduous-
ness can be linked to the shallow root system of African species [151]. Similar to the subterranean organs of Brazilian species earlier cited in this chapter, Australian savannah species develop lignotubers [153-154] with regenerative and storage functions which allows the resprout after fire. Tropical savannahs are considered more suitable to intensive grain cropping and livestock production, but it is necessary to ponder the need of food production and give value to the ecosystem services of this environment, as the maintenance of fresh water resources and moderation of the Carbon cycle, in order to create another income source for farmers [150] over preserved land.

Although there is a lot of data obtained already for Cerrado species, due to the research network which leaded to the creation of Embrapa Cerrados, and later by the increase of the number and quality of the networks created by Embrapa itself and by other Federal Government Agencies policies (as the Milenium Institutes Program, the National Institutes for Science and Technology-INCT Program and the Long-Term Ecological Research Program – PELD, from CNPq), some basic structural studies are still needed to improve the knowledge about the huge diversity of Cerrado’s species (plants, fungi and fauna), preferably multidisciplinary ones, ranging from ecology, morphology and taxonomy to the anatomy and cell biology of species. The structural knowledge is the basis to further development of applied studies (preservation, investigation of pharmacological properties and others). For example, histochemical investigation in plants can help taxonomy [155-156] and the establishment of patterns for quality control of drugs or micro-scale identification of the potential origin of pharmacological properties in Folk medicinal plants, but it is necessary special preparation and fresh material at your disposal [26]. Mostly because of the time consuming and the high cost of pharmacological and pharmaceutical studies, in Brazil there are a great amount of plants used by the population as medicinal [144-147] without almost any scientific study to confirm it.

Since the high humidity and intense heat of the Cerrado’s rainy season favours the development of fungal hyphae on leaf surfaces, including on the Amaranthaceae species *Gomphrena arborescens*, *G. polii* and *G. virgata* [46, 58], the study of the plant-microorganism interaction also can lead to a wide range of applications; for example, health risks to human or stock farming animals’ can be avoided simply by preventing the consumption of contaminated food or the medicinal plant. Plants offer a wide range of habitats for microorganisms, including its aerial parts, rhizosphere and internal transport system [157]. This kind of interaction contributes to the environmental equilibrium and can play essential roles in agricultural and food safety [157-158]. The plant metabolites against endophytic invaders could be isolated and used for the genetic improvement of crop biochemical defenses; selected microorganism metabolites can be isolated to act as a biological control of crop diseases and herbivores [157].

These and other fields of study demands the basic studies of taxonomy, morphology and anatomy in order to be properly interpreted and, later, lead to application not only on the increase of crop production, but also in the conservation of the few areas of the Cerrado Biome which are still preserved, mostly due to some Conservation Units created to integrate the Conservation Unit System of Brazil. Goiás State is in the center region of the Cerrado Biome and only 15% of the natural savannah was protected in 2002 [159]; originally, savannah vegetation represented 50% of the State territory, and the author claims that the remaining
species biodiversity will only be found in Conservation Units about a hundred years from now.

According to [160] the apparent dichotomy between food production and preservation of the natural vegetation is not impossible, because Brazil has already cleared enough area to support all food, fiber and bioenergy production that is necessary to meet not only the own country needs but also the global market. So, maybe it is time to set a new policy not only for agricultural and livestock development, but also to improve infrastructure and the efficiency of these activities and for encouraging and expanding the Conservation Unit System in order to better preserve the huge biodiversity of flora and fauna and its direct and indirect benefices to Brazilian people, now and through the significant amount of research that is still to be done.
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